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CHRISTMASCHRISTMAS
RAFFLE UPDATERAFFLE UPDATE

Thanks so much to everyone who let their

children come to our annual Movie Night.

As you will all know this is an annual event

we host for the children. It is such an

enjoyable evening and the children all love

it! 

This year, much like every year, it was a

roaring success! 

We had (almost) the entire school in

attendance!

Thanks to everyone who took part in
our Christmas Raffle. We love running
a raffle at Christmas and always try to

make sure the baskets are bursting
with goodies.

We raised a phenomenal £744.84,
from ticket sales! All of this money has

also been put towards our Outdoor
Classroom Fund!

We raised over £400 which

will go towards our Outdoor

Classroom Fund. 

 

Many thanks to the amazing

staff who donated their time

and our BHPA volunteers who

made the event run so

smoothly. 

MOVIE NIGHTMOVIE NIGHT



OUR FUNDRAISINGOUR FUNDRAISING
MISSIONMISSION

EASTER EGG TRAILEASTER EGG TRAIL
20232023

The BHPA has taken on the massive task
of raising money to fund an outdoor

classroom. 
Fundraising has already begun, but

please look out for BHPA-led events
where we are looking to increase our

total fund and make the Outdoor
Classroom dream a reality.

 

After last year’s success, the BHPA

Easter Trail is back on: 

Saturday 25th March – 11.45 - 2pm. 

 

Save the date in your diaries!
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SET PAINTINGSET PAINTING

Does the thought of joining the BHPA

make you want to run a mile?

Feel like you just can't commit fully OR

think you haven’t got much to offer?

Well, let us introduce you to BHPA LITE!

In a nutshell, it’s just a snippet of your

time, here and there. When you can, doing

what you can! Every extra pair of hands

counts. 

 

Our Chairperson, Kate, has accepted
the challenge to design the sets for
the upcoming school productions. If

anyone could spare some time to help
paint the set in Spring or Summer,

please contact Kate
(challinorbelle@gmail.com). It would
be great to pull a set painting team

together.

 

For those thinking, “yes I

could spare a little time here

and there”, get in touch with

Kate, our chair,

challinorbelle@gmail.com,

and she can give you a shout

when we’re looking for

someone to lend an extra

hand!
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OUR LASTOUR LAST
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Thanks to everyone’s efforts last year,

we managed to purchase a large

amount of PE equipment for the

school through our various events!

This is a great achievement and

something that will be used by the

lower school moving forward during

their PE lessons.
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